F3 IS A NO-NONSENSE HIGH-PERFORMANCE MAINS POWER SYSTEM:
►
►
►
►
►

removes mains noise - improving system performance
protects you, your system and your home - fully safety certified too!
minimises components and maximises current flow
affordable yet powerful - each model is rated up to 16 Amps!
perfect for even very powerful amplifiers
CHOOSE FROM 3 MODELS:

F3 Prime: 6 or 8 sockets, RFI filter, surge protection, RCBO overload & shortcircuit protection, 2.5mm hard-wired, AcoustiFeetTM vibration isolation, star-earthed,
grounding post, 16A current capacity – all in a strong, handsome aluminium
enclosure at a very affordable price.
F3 Lite: 6 sockets, IEC inlet, surge protection, RFI filtering & 16A current in a
strong, smart aluminium enclosure, CE compliant – all at a great price.
F3 micro : Second level upgrade against mains noise. Fits between F3 Prime /
Lite and each component in your system, isolating them from locally-generated
interference. Built to the same high standard and 16A current capacity as all
F3s. F3micro improves your system even further!

WHY DO YOU NEED F3?
Mains power leaves the power station in good shape but industry, data transmission,
radio even devices in your own home like dimmers and thermostats all add noise to the
supply. This noise significantly reduces performance of your audio and A/V kit…

► The RFI Filter in F3 removes this.
Mains supplies are prone to big power swings. This can be caused by substation
switching, storms, changing user demand and startup of powerful machinery.
The surges caused can damage your equipment, destroy data and even start fires!

► The Surge Arrestor in F3 adds protection against this.
If a fault develops in equipment connected to ordinary power blocks you rely on a slow
and often wrongly specified fuse to protect you…

► The RCBO circuit breaker in F3 Prime trips in milliseconds if even a tiny short circuit
develops: fast enough to avoid electrocution and prevent fires.
Similar products from competitors cost nearly 3x more for fewer features & lower spec! .

F3 IS GREAT, BUT DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT – HERE’S WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT IT:
"…I don't care if I'm deluded but my system has never sounded better!"
"I received my F3 last week and am very happy with it. It was a replacement for an
IsoTek unit … I am very happy to say that I actually perceived an very audible
improvement with the F3 over the IsoTek unit which was a real bonus …!"
"...purchased it for my second system … LED TV, Sky HD box, home cinema receiver, SBT.
I turned it on … bloody hell our TV picture has drastically improved - I mean seriously
increase definitions / sharpness of the images and colours look more vivid. This was not at
all subtle … it is drastic. Keep up the great work."
“...with the F3 in situ I'm hearing a lot more subtle detail at the leading edges of music reverb, little bits of percussion, "bits of stuff" way in the background. Also the timbre of
instruments and voices seems more defined and sharper but not in a harsh way.”
“…I am very chuffed with the F3, the overall improvement it has made to the system was
very noticeable and lifted the whole sound to another level.”
"..blown away with the build quality of this unit. It really is a triumph at this price point ...
What I heard was awesome ... I seriously couldn't see why you would bother with
anything else."
“People charge alot for distribution blocks … so value for money here and all i can say is
that when placing my lugholes next to tweeters they have never been so quiet when
the wick is up ... Everything is clean and not in a sterile way. Now when the mags do their
awards this should be in there.” . . . prophetic words . . .

. . . here’s what Hi-Fi Choice (#398 June 2015) has to say:
“produces an exceptionally capable performance"
"none of this gain in refinement comes at the expense of dynamics
or energy"
"There is plenty of bass impact and none of the timing or sense of
attack that the Naim review system excels at is blunted or removed"
"this is a very clever and well thought out product that delivers on the promise of
improved performance at a very competitive price"
"If you want an extremely capable and flexible mains treatment solution and you don't
want to spend a fortune, this is by some margin the most effective solution I have seen."

Compliances & environmental:

• CE certified
• British Made to BS-EN9001
• RoHS & WEEE compliant
• Negligible energy use
• Compliant with : EMC 2004/108/EC, RoHS 2011/65/EU, WEEE, LVD 2006/95/EC, IEC/BS/EN
60529, BS/EN 1363-1 & 2, IEC/BS/EN 60950-1, IEC/BS/EN 60320-2-2, IEC/BS/EN 60309-, BS/EN 7559:2008, BS/EN 10130:2006, EN 133220, IEC/BS/EN 60939, IEC/BS/EN 61009, BS 6004, IEC/BS/EN 62305,
UL94 V-2, 2001/95/EC as applicable according to model

F3 Prime-6 is just £185
F3 Lite
is just £159

F3 Prime-8 is just £195
F3 micro from just £60

email : wychwood@evoaudio.uk
text/call (business hours) : 07 873 180 262
website : www.evoaudio.uk/wychwood.htm
Dimensions:
Prime-6:
Prime-8:
Lite:
micro:

1.1 Kg
1.3 Kg
0.8 Kg
0.3 Kg

L 56cm
L 64cm
L 42cm
L 14cm

W 7cm
W 7cm
W 7cm
W 7cm

H 9cm
H 9cm
H 6cm
H 6cm

F3 Prime – 8 Way

F3 Prime – 6 way

F3 Lite

F3 micro
NB: cables are supplied separately. We recommend Supra LoRad - available from us.
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